nihuINT
https://int.nihu.jp/

Search Japanese Cultural
Resources Instantaneously

What is

NIHU’s integrated retrieval
system, a free web service for
cross-disciplinary search of books,
manuscripts, and other research
materials in the humanities
available in Japan.

統合検索システム

nihuINT
Searching through “nihuINT” provides
you access to the huge database of research
materials made available online by eight
research institutes and organizations, and
helps determine the location of and basic
information about source searched for.

How to use nihuINT
Website

Top page

Go to https://int.nihu.jp/ or simply type "nihuINT"

Type a keyword of the document in the search box.

https://int.nihu.jp/
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I’m looking for histor ical
documents located in Japan
related to the Tale of Heik e.

There are so many research
institutes. W here to begin?

Star ting w ith ni huINT is
a great way to narrow the
search!

View the search results

Details page

Click on the title to see details of the document.

Various details about the document will be available.

*National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU) is a hub for research in the
human sciences in Japan that supports the development of new fields of study, fosters
vigorous organizations that can play a leading role in global research, and promotes
assistance for universities and collaborative research. Through exhibitions,outreach
activities, and diverse other opportunities NIHU strives to make the results of
research in humanities and human sciences visible and accessible, convey their
importance, and utilize them for the benefit of society. https: //www.nihu.jp/en

The searchable databases are
at the following institutes and
organizations.
National Institutes for the Humanities* institutes:
National Museum of
Japanese History (Rekihaku)
Provides databases on Japanese history,
archaeology, and folklore. Rekihaku collects not
only authentic documents and artifacts but also
replicas, reproductions, reconstructed models,
and many more.

International Research Center
for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken)

National Institute of
Japanese Literature (NIJL)

National Institute for Japanese
Language and Linguistics (NINJAL)

Provides databases on Japanese literature and
related materials, including originals, the Institute
has collected in and outside Japan. NIJL aims to
facilitate access to Japanese classics as sources of
human knowledge.

Provides databases of all sorts of “language”-related
research materials in Japan. NINJAL collects
research materials not only on the Japanese
language but on Japanese-language education.

Research Institute for
Humanity and Nature (RIHN)

National Museum
of Ethnology (Minpaku)

Provides databases of various materials related to
Provides databasesof research materials related to
Japanese culture and history.
Nichibunken makes
global environmental problems. In cooperation with
国立国会図書館
special effort to assist Japanese studies scholars
society, RIHN considers the future of the earth’s
outside
Japan.
environment by exploring the relationships between
ロゴマーク＋ロゴタイプ（ヨコ組）
nature and humankind.

Other Features
Perform advanced searches

Display search results
in chronological order

Plot search results on a map

Provides databases of tangible and intangible
ethnological materials about various peoples,
societies, and cultures. Minpaku engages in
activities for the public such as the “Knowledge
Forum” (chi no hiroba).

Organizations outside NIHU

カラーフォルム

National Diet Library (NDL)
Provides databases of information and digitalized materials concerning books,
journals, and other publications in its collection. NDL collects and preserves a
wide range of publications in Japan.
モノクロフォルム

Center for Southeast Asian
Studies (CSEAS), Kyoto University
Provides databases of precious materials, maps, images, statistical
information,etc.,mainly from Southeast Asia. CSEAS engages in
activities as an international collaborative center for Southeast Asian
studies.

In nihuINT’s refined search mode, perform
advanced search tasks by setting multiple
filters for document titles, related persons and
organizations, time, or location.

At the top page,by clicking “display period”
(“Timeline”) after inputting keyword, search
results will be displayed in a chronological
chart. Convenient for searching documents in
chronological order.

At the top page, by clicking on “display space”
(“Map v iew”) after inputting key word, the
location of the materials will be plotted on a
map. Convenient for searching documents by
their regional source.

Test your search skills

料理

江戸 *

If the search does not yield satisfactory results, it may be more effective to try inserting
more than one keyword or designating target of the search.

▼ Tōto kōmei kaiseki-zukushi, Yoshichō Asakura Tōgo (Collection of
Famous Restaurants of the Eastern Capital: Yoshichō, Asakura Tōgo), by
Utagawa Toyokuni. Kabuki actor in traveling clothes thinking of a woman
he met in a teahouse. (National Museum of Japanese History)
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*Edo period cuisine
Many diverse resources are at the
fingertips: pictorial sources on Edo
period food culture, including colorful
nishikie and ukiyoe prints of banquets
and other scenes; hand-bound books
showing the menus of old restaurants;
studies of Edo period food culture
by modern scholars, and much more.
The addresses and occupations of
individuals who lived in the Edo period
can also be located.
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▲ Ushiya zōdan, Aguranabe (Beef Shop Small-talk:
Seated at the Beef Pot), Early-Meiji-era comic fiction
(kokkeiibon). Illustration of a female entertainer eating
at a beef-pot shop. (National Institute of Japanese
literature)

妖怪*
*Yōkai

▲ Gyochō ryōri tsukaikata sumo banzuke
(Ranking Chart of Fish and Fowl Dishes).
Leading dishes made with fowl and fish
in Edo are listed in sumo-rank chart style.
(National Museum of Japanese History)
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A wider view of the ghosts, specters, and apparitions
known as yokai can be obtained by searching among
a large number of Edo nishiki-e (multi-colored
woodblock prints) depicting yōkai, or among
the shini-e (“death pictures”; ukiyo-e paintings
in memory of deceased Kabuki actors published
along with notices of their death), or by examining
implements used in religious rituals in China.

Strange Tales
were popular
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▶ Yasō kidan (Strange
Tales through a Night
Window). A collection of
ghost stories written in
kanbun (classical Chinese)
in the Meiji era. (National
Museum of Japanese
History)
▶ Mokuhaiga (Wooden
Plate Painting).
Implement used
in religious rituals.
Produced in China
around 1990. (National
Museum of Ethnology)

▲ Hyakki yagyō emaki (Illustrated Handscroll of the Night Procession of One Hundred Demons). Edo-period emaki scroll
depicting yōkai in the form of household objects like ornaments of apparel, a cauldron, and a teakettle. (National Museum of
Japanese History)

▲ Gozonji no bakemono (Bakemono Monsters As
You Know). Part of a bound book of yōkai published
in the Edo period. (National Museum of Japanese
History)

